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Abstract
Some bird species exhibit a flight behavior known as whiffling, in which the bird flies upside-down
during landing, predator evasion, or courtship displays. Flying inverted causes the flight feathers to
twist, creating gaps in the wing’s trailing edge. It has been suggested that these gaps decrease lift at a
potentially lower energy cost, enabling the bird to maneuver and rapidly descend. Thus, avian
whiffling has parallels to an uncrewed aerial vehicle (UAV) using spoilers for rapid descent and
ailerons for roll control. However, while whiffling has been previously described in the biological
literature, it has yet to directly inspire aerodynamic design. In the current research, we investigated
if gaps in a wing’s trailing edge, similar to those caused by feather rotation during whiffling, could
provide an effective mechanism for UAV control, particularly rapid descent and banking. To
address this question, we performed a wind tunnel test of 3D printed wings with a varying amount
of trailing edge gaps and compared the lift and rolling moment coefficients generated by the
gapped wings to a traditional spoiler and aileron. Next, we used an analytical analysis to estimate
the force and work required to actuate gaps, spoiler, and aileron. Our results showed that gapped
wings did not reduce lift as much as a spoiler and required more work. However, we found that at
high angles of attack, the gapped wings produced rolling moment coefficients equivalent to
upwards aileron deflections of up to 32.7◦ while requiring substantially less actuation force and
work. Thus, while the gapped wings did not provide a noticeable benefit over spoilers for rapid
descent, a whiffling-inspired control surface could provide an effective alternative to ailerons for
roll control. These findings suggest a novel control mechanism that may be advantageous for small
fixed-wing UAVs, particularly energy-constrained aircraft.

1. Introduction

Certain bird species, especially waterfowl, sometimes

turn their bodies upside down mid-flight while keep-

ing their heads level, in a maneuver known as whif-

fling (figure 1) [1]. Whiffling is typically described as

tumbling or side-slipping, and is cited as a method of

rapid descent commonly seen in geese [2–6] during

landing [2–4] or predator evasion [5, 7]. Larger birds

such as the black stork (Ciconia nigra) have also

been observed whiffling during courtship displays

[8]. These previous studies are largely qualitative and

observational, and recent studies focus on whiffling

with respect to neck control and head stabilization,

rather than aerodynamic performance or control
[1, 9].

Since whiffling is used for rapid descent, it is
probable that it decreases lift, likely by allowing air-
flow through ‘gaps’ between twisted feathers. On the
upstroke during normal flight, airflow from the dorsal
to the ventral side of the wing twists the primary
flight feathers open and creates gaps along the trailing
edge of the wing [11–13]. When a bird flips over
to whiffle, the airflow is again dorsal to ventral, and
twists the primary feathers open. Airflow through
the resulting gaps could decrease lift while the bird
is in a whiffling position (figure 2). While primary
feathers are known to twist in such flow [11–13],
there are no quantified results of secondary feathers
twisting while whiffling. Note that the term ‘whiffling’
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Figure 1. Whiffling greylag goose (Anser anser). Photograph taken on the Norfolk Broad England. Reproduced with permission
from [10].

refers to the behavior of flying upside down, while
feather twisting is a mechanism that occurs during the
whiffling behavior and other situations characterized
by dorsal-to-ventral airflow.

The rapid descent and extreme maneuverability
associated with whiffling provides useful inspiration
for improving the control of fixed-wing uncrewed
aerial vehicles (UAVs). Just like birds whiffle, UAVs
can use spoilers to decrease lift and increase drag,
thus descending without building up excessive speed
[15]. For the purposes of this work, we characterize
rapid descent as a decrease in coefficient of lift and an
increase in coefficient of drag. Although not known
to be possible or used by birds, we speculated that
hypothetically whiffling only one wing would create a
net rolling moment due to the decreased lift from the
whiffled wing, thus causing roll like an aileron. These
similarities between avian whiffling and conventional
fixed-wing control surfaces led us to hypothesize that
a whiffling-inspired control surface could provide a
beneficial alternative method of rapid descent and
roll control for fixed-wing energy-constrained UAVs.
Therefore, in this work, we investigated two maneu-
vers (and their associated control surfaces) with paral-
lels to whiffling: rapid descent controlled by a spoiler,
and banking controlled by an aileron.

Combining the feather rotation mechanism of
whiffling with practical energy considerations, we
designed whiffling-inspiring rectangular wings with
a series of gaps in the trailing edge (figure 3). This
wing design was particularly tailored to small UAVs,
which are often challenged with limited payload vol-
umes, power supplies with low energy densities, or
constraints imposed by operating logistics or mis-
sion profiles. These obstacles make it important to
reduce the energy cost of normal flight maneuvers,
like descent and banking. While conventional spoilers
and ailerons deflect into the flow, the gapped wing
would operate in the same plane as the wing. Thus, the
whiffling-inspired control surface could potentially

lower the actuation requirements, and therefore the
energy cost, of rapid descent and banking maneuvers.

Birds typically have cambered wings [16], which
would become inversely cambered during whiffling
and could further contribute to decreasing lift.
Inverted-camber wings have also been previously
studied in numerous contexts, including inverted
leading edge flaps, inverted wings in ground effect,
and morphing trailing edges [17–19]. To focus our
study solely on the effects of wing gaps, we did
not investigate the effects of camber on whiffling,
and instead based our design on in-plane gap actu-
ation. However, the extent to which the camber and
gaps—caused by feather rotation—interact to affect
whiffling is unclear and requires future research.

The proposed gapped wings are similar to other
technologies such as serrated trailing edges, split flaps,
slotted spoilers, and slotted airfoils. Serrated trailing
edges have been studied mainly for noise reduction
[20], but few aerodynamic analyses have been con-
ducted. Note that serrated trailing edges are physically
unique from the wing gaps investigated in the current
study [20]. Split flaps perforated with circular holes
[21, 22] and slots [21] have been studied as dive
brakes, but their purposes were to limit dive speed,
reduce buffeting, and increase aileron control effec-
tiveness during dives, rather than inducing descent or
rolling [21, 22]. Furthermore, dive brakes on powered
aircraft were intentionally designed to have minimal
impact on lift production, which is unfavorable for
rapid descent [21]. Slotted spoilers have also been
investigated, but as a method of increasing aileron
control effectiveness during a dive, rather than a
method of descent [23]. Finally, slotted airfoils have
been used to increase lift and delay flow separation at
high angles of attack, however, such slots are typically
cut along the span of the wing, perpendicular to
orientation of the gaps in this study [24–27].

Here, we investigated if gaps in the trailing edge
of a wing provided desirable control capabilities,
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Figure 2. Airflow from the dorsal side of the wing causes feathers to rotate open. (a) Feathers during normal flight, resisting
airflow through the wing. (b) Feathers rotated during whiffling, allowing airflow from underneath the wing to pass through gaps
between the feathers. The light blue arrows indicate the path of the airflow along the chord of the wing. The black dotted line
indicates the flight path of the bird. The coordinate system depicts the wind axes [14].

Figure 3. Visual comparison of gaps due to feather rotation on a whiffling bird wing and whiffling-inspired gaps on a UAV wing.
(a) Rotated feathers and gaps on a whiffling bird wing (b) whiffling-inspired trailing edge gaps on a UAV wing.

possibly similar to rotated feathers during whiffling,
without requiring a UAV to fly inverted. We evalu-
ated our hypothesis by characterizing the lift, drag,
rolling moment, and yawing moment coefficients of
trailing edge gaps using static wind tunnel tests on 3D
printed wings. Next, we compared our aerodynamic
results to previously published data on a represen-
tative spoiler for rapid descent, and a representative
aileron for banking. This comparison included cal-
culating equivalent deflection angles for the conven-
tional control surfaces. Finally, we used kinematics
to estimate the force and work required to oper-
ate a hypothetical gapped wing control surface, and
compared these actuation requirements to previously
published data on spoiler and aileron actuation. This
research ultimately informs the development of a

control surface for energy-constrained UAV banking
or rapid descent.

Finally, it is important to note that this study is
founded on the principle of bioinspiration, rather
than biomimicry. Our goal was not to replicate avian
whiffling, rather, we observed the behavior and used
it as the motivation for a novel control mechanism.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental setup for gapped wings
Wings with zero, three, five and nine gaps (n =

[0, 3, 5, 9]) spaced evenly along the trailing edge
(‘gapped wings’) were tested in a wind tunnel. We 3D
printed the wings with ABS plastic on a Dimension
Elite printer. Each wing had a rectangular planform
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Figure 4. Fully assembled five-gap wing with end plates and mounting rod.

with a 16 in half span (b = 16 in.) and a 9 in.
chord (c = 9 in.), yielding an aspect ratio of 3.56. A
NACA 0012 airfoil was used for each wing, because of
its symmetry and the wide availability of previously
published aerodynamic data. The size of the gaps was
held constant, with a gap length equal to 2/3 the chord
(cg = 6 in.) and width equal to 1/48 of the half span
(bg = 1/3 in.). For the nine-gap wing, this gap size
yielded an area 12.5% less than the area of the wing
with no gaps. We used the wing with no gaps as a
‘baseline wing’ to provide a reference point for the
gapped wings.

We installed circular end plates on either side of
each wing to simulate two-dimensional flow, to study
the effects of the gaps independently from the effects
of wingtip vortices (figure 4) [28]. Due to the use of
end plates, the data did not capture three-dimensional
wing (tip) effects. Tip effects tend to reduce the
coefficient of lift and the lift curve slope, and increase
drag (through the creation of induced drag) [29]. It
has also been found that, for a wing with a retractable
aileron (morphologically similar to a spoiler deployed
on the upper surface of one wing), increasing aspect
ratio tends to increase rolling moment coefficient
[30]. Since two-dimensional wings (with no tip
effects) can be approximated as wings with an aspect
ratio approaching infinity, this trend implies that tip
effects tended to decrease rolling moment. The same
study found as aspect ratio increased, the yawing
moment became more favorable (in the same direc-
tion as roll) at low angles of attack, but more adverse
(in the opposite direction as roll) at higher angles
[30]. However, since adverse yaw is a result of tip
effects, we refrain from describing the gapped wing
yawing moment coefficients as ‘adverse’ or ‘proverse’.
The two-dimensional effects of the endplates could
be verified in the future through surface visualization
techniques.

The wing assembly was mounted to a six-axis
load cell (ATI delta force/torque sensor) with a rod
at the quarter-chord. The load cell was affixed to a

rotary table (Parker Rotary Positioner 30012-S pow-
ered by a Vexta Stepper Motor PK266-03B), which
was installed inverted on top of the test section. The
wings were considered as half span right wings, with
the root closest to the tunnel ceiling.

We conducted testing in a 2 ft × 2 ft open-loop
wind tunnel with a freestream turbulence level of
0.7% along the centerline, and approximately 1.8%
near the edges of the tunnel [31]. The wings were
mounted vertically from the test section ceiling with
3.25 in. of clearance between the end plate and the
ceiling of the tunnel, to ensure the wing was suffi-
ciently outside the wall boundary layer. We measured
temperature data with a type T thermocouple, and
dynamic pressure with a pitot tube and Omega PX-
2650 pressure transducer. Load cell data were col-
lected at each angle of attack for 5 s at a rate of
3600 Hz. We automated the tests and data collection
using MATLAB scripts. Figure 5 shows the test setup.

We performed three trials of each wing at a
Reynolds number (Re) of 2.33 × 105, corresponding
to a velocity (V) of 16.1 m s−1. The Re was within
a range comparable to birds and UAVs [32]. Before
each trial, we ran a tare sweep from −20◦ to 0◦ in 1◦

increments, with the wind tunnel off. We found the
tare to be consistent across angles based on its low
standard deviation across angle of attack. Therefore,
for ease of calculations, we used the tare values at
0◦ angle of attack in subsequent data analysis. The
zero-degree angle of attack was found by sweeping
through a small range of near-zero angles, then inter-
polating to find the angle at which the normal force
on the wing vanished. Following from the airfoil’s
symmetry, we set this zero-lift angle of attack to be
0◦ angle of attack. During each trial, we swept the
wing from 0◦ to 10◦ (1◦ increments) and from 10◦

to 20◦ (0.5◦ increments), which provided sufficient
resolution in the stalled regions. The effective angle of
attack range experienced by the wings varied slightly
from this commanded range due to data corrections.
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Figure 5. Wind tunnel equipment and setup. PT represents the pressure transducer, LC the load cell, T the thermocouple, and P
the pitot tube. The wing is a right semispan with the root closest to the tunnel ceiling. Moments were taken about the yellow point
Q at the quarter-chord of the wing root. The coordinate system indicates the wind axes [14].

We found that hysteresis effects within a single trial
were negligible.

2.2. Analysis of gapped wings experimental data
We averaged the results of the three trials at each angle
of attack to present cumulative data, because each
wing’s individual trials were highly repeatable. The
data were corrected for solid blockage, wake blockage,
and jet boundaries following Barlow et al [14]. These
corrections approximated freestream conditions and
allowed for more direct comparison with other pre-
viously published data. No other corrections were
made because they were deemed negligible. Given the
thinness of the endplates, they were not included in
the wing planform area when calculating the aerody-
namic force and moment coefficients. We calculated
the experimental uncertainty of the data according
to the guide to the expression of uncertainty in
measurements (GUM) and reported the expanded
uncertainty of the data with a level of confidence of
approximately 95% [33]. To quantify if the differences
between each gapped wing and the baseline wing were
statistically significant, we calculated the expanded
uncertainty of the difference of means at an approx-
imately 95% confidence level. Appendices A and B
further detail the uncertainty and statistical analyses.

To avoid conflating the aerodynamic effects of the
end plates with the effects of varying the number
of gaps, we reported the aerodynamic parameters as
incremental values, that is, the difference between
the gapped wing and the baseline wing values. The
results are therefore intended to be taken in a compar-
ative context between wings with different numbers
of gaps. For rapid descent, we also considered the
gapped wings to be symmetrical (having the same

number of gaps on the left and right semispans), since
spoilers are deployed symmetrically. For example, the
incremental coefficient of lift ΔCL was calculated as
the difference between the coefficient of lift of the
baseline wing and the gapped wing:

ΔCL =
Lg

qSg
− Lb

qSb
. (1)

Where L is the measured lift force of the semispan
wing (N), q is the dynamic pressure (Pa), S is the area
of the semispan wing (m2), the subscript g denotes
the gapped wings, and the subscript b denotes the
baseline wing. Note that the coefficients of lift of
the gapped wings were normalized by the gapped
wing planform area (the planform area of the baseline
wing minus the planform area of all of the gaps).
By doing so, we interpreted changes in coefficient of
lift as results of the gaps themselves, rather than the
decreased wing area. We calculated the incremental
coefficient of drag in the same manner.

For the moments, we adopted the sign convention
in which the positive moment directions are consis-
tent with the positive conventions on the wind axes,
shown in figures 2 and 5 [14]. Thus, a positive rolling
moment is a roll towards the right wing [34]. To
create a rolling moment, a UAV would need to use
an asymmetric wing configuration, be it with ailerons
or different gapped wings on each side. Pairing a
right gapped semispan with a left baseline semispan
would initiate a positive roll towards the right gapped
wing due to the difference in lift production. Thus,
a right gapped wing was comparable to an upwards
deflected aileron on the right semispan. We presented
the experimental moment results as a full wing with
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a right semispan gapped wing and a left semispan
baseline wing.

Moment coefficients were calculated about the
point on the inner surface of the end plate at the
wing root, at the quarter-chord (yellow point Q,
figure 5). We calculated the moment coefficients of
the full asymmetric wing by subtracting the moment
coefficients of the baseline wing from those of the
gapped wings [14]. The measured moments were
normalized by the full wing area and span [14].
For example, the rolling moment coefficient Cl was
calculated according to:

Cl =
lg

qSf (2 · b)
− lb

qSf (2 · b)
(2)

Sf = Sg + Sb = (bc) +
(
bc − nbgcg

)
. (3)

Where lg is the measured rolling moment of the
semispan gapped wing (N m), lb is the measured
rolling moment of the semispan baseline wing (N m),
Sf is the full wing area, and b is the half span. We
calculated the net yawing moment and the yawing
moment coefficient in the same manner. Note that it
is more desirable for the rolling moment to result in a
yaw with the same sign, that is, in the same direction
as the roll.

2.3. Gapped wing actuation estimates
To calculate the force and work required to actuate the
gaps, we considered a hypothetical actuation scheme
in which the gaps were nominally blocked by covers
(the unactuated configuration). To actuate, the cov-
ers slid spanwise into recesses in the wing, leaving
the gaps exposed (the actuated configuration). The
recesses were thin walled, so the unactuated wing
represented the baseline wing as closely as possible.
The mock-up is shown in figure 6 with the gap covers
in light blue.

We estimated the force required to actuate the gap
covers based on kinematics:

Fg = n · Ffr = n · μFN. (4)

Where Fg is the force required to actuate all the gap
covers (N), Ffr is the friction force acting on one gap
cover (N), μ is the coefficient of static friction, FN is
the normal force acting on one gap cover (N), and n is
the number of gaps. The lift force acting on the covers
was estimated in the normal force term:

FN = mgcg − Lb

(
bg · cg

)
bc

. (5)

Where mgc is the mass of a single gap cover (kg) and
Lb is the measured lift force (N) of the baseline wing
scaled to the area of the gap. To make comparisons
between the gapped wings and conventional control
surfaces as direct as possible, we used the baseline
wing lift measured at the angle of attack correspond-
ing to the equivalent control surface deflection. The

Figure 6. Isometric section view of a gapped wing in two
configurations, with the gap covers shown in light blue. (a)
Actuated configuration with gaps open. (b) Unactuated
configuration with gaps closed. The coordinate systems
indicate the wind axes.

Figure 7. Geometry of representative spoiler on a wing of
chord c, with dimensions from Sun [37]. δs,0 is the initial
angle of the spoiler when undeflected and flush against the
airfoil (radians). δs is the deflection angle of the spoiler
(radians), with upwards deflection being negative. cs is the
chord length of the spoiler, as a fraction of the airfoil chord.
xcg,s is the spoiler-chordwise location of the center of
gravity of the spoiler with respect to the hinge line (m). c is
the chord of the airfoil (m).

work required to actuate all of the gaps (J) was given
by:

Wg = Fg · bg . (6)

Where bg is the gap width (m). For the gapped wings,
we used a static coefficient of friction of 0.28 and a
density of 1.01 g cm−3, which are typical values for a
generic ABS plastic [35, 36]. The volume of a single
gap cover as modelled in CAD was 10.35 cm3.

2.4. Representative spoiler
For the rapid descent comparison, we considered a
model of a representative spoiler developed by Sun
[37]. Spoilers reduce lift to cause descent, and increase
drag to prevent excessive buildup of speed. Sun’s
model described a full-span spoiler with a chord that
was 10% of the wing chord, positioned at 70% chord,
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Figure 8. Coefficient of lift and coefficient of drag of the gapped wings. (a) Coefficient of lift curve. The dotted vertical lines
represent the stall angles of attack of the gapped wings. (b) Coefficient of drag curve. Statistically significant data points are
marked with a circled dot � per appendix B. Data points not calculated to be statistically significant are marked with a dot · per
appendix B. The transparent ribbons represent the expanded uncertainty of the experimental data at an approximately 95% level
of confidence.

Figure 9. Incremental coefficient of lift and incremental coefficient of drag of gapped wings and Sun’s representative spoiler
model [37]. (a) Incremental coefficient of lift versus angle of attack. (b) Incremental coefficient of drag versus angle of attack. The
dotted lines represent the incremental coefficient of lift and drag of Sun’s spoiler model at the equivalent spoiler deflection angles.
A negative spoiler angle corresponds to upwards deflection. Statistically significant data points are marked with a circled dot �
per appendix B. Data points not calculated to be statistically significant are marked with a dot · per appendix B. The transparent
ribbons represent the experimental uncertainty at an approximately 95% level of confidence.

with a maximum deflection of 60◦ (figure 7). The

model was built with data from various spoilers with

chords ranging from 5% to 15% wing chord, locations

from 65% to 73% wing chord, on a variety of airfoils,

at an Re from 2.8 × 105 to 71 × 106 [37]. The spoilers

were mostly three-dimensional, with the exception of

several two-dimensional studies [37].

Since our gapped wing experimental data
extended up to 20◦ angle of attack, we used Sun’s
model that accounted for large angles of attack,
where the incremental coefficient of lift (ΔCL)
and incremental coefficient of drag (ΔCD) were
given by:

ΔCL = 0.32γLδs + 0.51γL sin (δs) (7)

7
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ΔCD = −0.1γDδs (8)

γL (α) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1.0, −10◦ � α < 10◦

2.0 − α

10.0
, 10◦ � α < 20◦

(9)

γD (α) = 1.0 − α

15
, −15◦ � α � 20◦. (10)

Where α is the angle of attack (degrees) and δs is the
deflection of the spoiler (radians). Sun defined the
incidence influence functions γL and γD to generalize
the lift and drag spoiler models (respectively) to larger
angles of attack. As shown in figure 7, upwards spoiler
deflections were negative, yielding negative coefficient
of lift increments and positive coefficient of drag
increments.

To compare the spoiler model to the gapped
wing data, we calculated equivalent spoiler deflection
angles for the representative spoiler on a wing with
the same geometry and flow conditions as the baseline
wing. We first determined the greatest reduction of
coefficient of lift of each gapped wing, and the angle
of attack at which it occurred. Since the focus of the
rapid descent comparison was on lift reduction, this
point represented the best-case performance of each
gapped wing. Then, using Sun’s model, we calculated
the spoiler deflection that created an equivalent coef-
ficient of lift reduction at the same angle of attack.

After comparing the aerodynamics of the spoiler
and gapped wings, we considered actuation require-
ments. Spoiler actuation requirements are typically
specified as hinge moments [34, 38]. However, since
the gapped wings operated in plane and thus do
not have hinge moments, we converted the spoiler
hinge moments to be in terms of force and work. We
calculated the hinge moment of the spoiler Ms at the
equivalent deflection for each gapped wing by [39]:

Ms =
1

2
ρV2

l

(
1

2
CD,s sin2 (δs)

)
Sscs

+ msg · xcg,s cos
(
|−δs| − δs,0 − α

)
. (11)

Where ρ is the air density (kg m−3), Vl is the air
velocity at the spoiler location (m s−1), CD,s is the
coefficient of drag of the deflected spoiler, Ss is the
area of the spoiler (m), ms is the mass of the spoiler
(kg), α is the angle of attack (in radians) and g is the
acceleration due to gravity (m s−2). The first term of
equation (11) approximated the hinge moment due
to aerodynamic forces, as proposed by Scholz [39]. We
used Scholz’s suggested values for CD,s of 1.8 and Vl of
1.14×V [39]. The second term was the hinge moment
due to the weight of the spoiler, assuming a flat plate
and geometry as shown in figure 7. From our CAD
model of the representative spoiler on a wing with the
same geometry as the baseline wing, the volume was
7.37 cm3, xcg,s was 0.011 m, and δs,0 was 0.105 radians.

We used a density of 1.01 g cm−3 for a generic ABS
plastic [35]. We estimated the work according to [38]:

Ws = Ms |δs| . (12)

The method for calculating the spoiler actuation
force (Fs) required us to make several assumptions
about the mechanics of the spoiler actuation system.
Chakraborty proposed [38]:

Fs =
GkMs

η
. (13)

Where Gk is the gearing ratio of the control surface
actuation system (rad m−1) and η is the efficiency of
the actuation system. The gearing ratio Gk described
the change in control surface deflection Δδ per linear
extension Δx of the actuator [38]:

Gk =
Δδ

Δx
. (14)

We stipulated that the spoiler was actuated by a
servo motor with a control horn of radius 0.015 m. We
assumed a one-to-one ratio between servo deflection
and control surface deflection: a 60◦ servo rotation
yielded a linear extension of 0.013 m, a spoiler
deflection of 60◦, and a gearing ratio of 80.6 m−1.
To make the comparison between gapped wings and
spoiler conservative, and because no efficiency factor
was applied to the hypothetical gapped wing control
surface, we used an efficiency of 100%.

2.5. Representative aileron
For roll control, we compared the gapped wings to a
three-dimensional wing with a representative aileron
[40]. The aileron had a chord of 25% of the full wing
chord and a span of 24.2% of the full span, positioned
at the outboard tip of the right semispan [40]. These
dimensions fell within the range of common aileron
sizes [34], and there was published data on this aileron
configuration from Johnson and Hagerman [40].
Most ailerons typically have a maximum deflection
less than 25◦ to 30◦ [34, 40], as deflections past 20◦ to
25◦ could lead to flow separation and loss of control
authority [34].

While Johnson and Hagerman used a symmet-
ric NACA 64A010 airfoil [40], the NACA 64A010
and NACA 0012 two-dimensional coefficient of lift
curves were nearly identical below stall [41], and had
comparable stall angles on wings with similar aspect
ratios [40]. The NACA 64A010 had a higher two-
dimensional coefficient of drag [41], but the primary
conclusions of this paper are based on coefficient of
lift and rolling moment coefficient. Therefore, the
difference in airfoils did not preclude comparison
of the gapped wings with Johnson and Hagerman’s
aileron data.

According to the moments’ sign convention, an
upwards right aileron deflection was negative, and
yielded a positive rolling moment towards the right
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Figure 10. Rolling moment coefficient and yawing moment coefficient vs angle of attack for gapped wings and conventional
ailerons with aileron data from Johnson and Hagerman [40]. (a) Rolling moment coefficient vs angle of attack. (b) Yawing
moment coefficient vs angle of attack. The thick dotted lines represent the rolling moment coefficient of the aileron at the
deflections nearest to the equivalent deflection angles. The thin horizontal dotted black line at the zero-coefficient mark is a visual
aid to determine the sign of the coefficients. Statistically significant data points are marked with a circled dot � per appendix B.
Data points not calculated to be statistically significant are marked with a dot · per appendix B. The transparent ribbon represents
the experimental uncertainty at an approximately 95% level of confidence.

wing [34]. Thus, we compared the moments of a
wing with a right gapped semispan and a left baseline
semispan to a wing with a single upwards-deflected
aileron on the right semispan.

We compared the representative aileron to each
gapped wing using equivalent aileron deflection
angles, for the representative aileron on a wing
with the same geometry and flow conditions as the
baseline wing. Since a higher rolling moment coef-
ficient indicated better roll control, we first deter-
mined the maximum rolling moment coefficient
of each gapped wing, and its corresponding angle
of attack. Then, we linearly interpolated Johnson
and Hagerman’s data to find the aileron deflection
that produced an equivalent rolling moment coeffi-
cient at the same angle of attack [40]. These equiva-
lent aileron deflection angles were likely conservative:
Johnson and Hagerman tested at a higher Re of
4.5× 106, meaning the ailerons likely produced larger
coefficients of lift and rolling moment coefficients
than they would at the Re of 2.33 × 105 used here
[42]. At this lower Re, the aileron may create lower
coefficients of lift and rolling moment coefficients,
resulting in even higher equivalent aileron deflection
angles.

Similarly to the spoiler, we calculated the aileron
force and work from its hinge moments. We first
interpolated Johnson and Hagerman’s hinge moment
coefficient data for the equivalent aileron deflections
of each gapped wing. Johnson and Hagerman nor-
malized the hinge moment by the first moment of area

of the aileron [40], which was mathematically and
numerically equivalent to normalizing by the product
of the aileron area and aileron chord, as done here
[34, 40]. We calculated the hinge moments Ma of each
by:

Ma =
1

2
ρV2ChSaca + mag · xcg,a cos

(
|δa| − α

)
.

(15)
Where V is the freestream velocity (m s−1), Sa is the
surface area of the aileron, ma is the mass of the
aileron (kg), and xcg,a is the chordwise location of
the center of gravity of the aileron with respect to
the hinge line (m). The first term of equation (15)
was the moment due to aerodynamic loading, and
the second term was the moment due to gravity
acting on the aileron. We used the density of ABS
plastic, an aileron volume of 41.06 cm3, and an xcg,a

of 0.0196 m (from our CAD model of the repre-
sentative aileron on a wing with the same geometry
as the baseline wing). We then estimated the force
and work required to deflect the aileron using the
same method as the spoiler (equations (12)–(14))
assuming a gearing ratio of 80.6 m−1 and efficiency
of 100%.

3. Results and discussion

The objective of the current research was to assess
the gapped wings as alternatives to spoilers (for
rapid descent) and ailerons (for banking) for energy-
constrained UAVs. In the following subsections, we
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Figure 11. Comparison of the rolling and yawing moment coefficients and actuation requirements of each gapped wing and its
equivalent aileron, at the corresponding angle of attack. (a) Maximum rolling moment coefficients of the gapped wings and
equivalent aileron deflections. The rolling moment coefficient of each gapped wing is equivalent to its corresponding aileron
deflection by design. The angles of attack at which the rolling moment coefficients were matched are shown below each wing pair
in the legend. (b) Yawing moment coefficient of each gapped wing and its equivalent aileron deflection, at the same angle of
attacks that the rolling moment coefficients were taken. (c) Actuation force (N) required to actuate each gapped wing and its
corresponding aileron, at the same angles of attack that the rolling moment coefficients were taken. The percent decrease in
actuation force of the gapped wing compared to the equivalent aileron is shown below each pair, on the x-axis. (d) Actuation
work (mJ) required to actuate each gapped wing and its corresponding aileron deflection, at the same angles of attack that the
rolling moment coefficients were taken. The percent decrease in actuation work of the gapped wing compared to the equivalent
aileron is shown below each pair, on the x-axis.

first present the aerodynamic results of the gapped
wings, then discuss effective control surface deflection
angles and compare the aerodynamic results to spoil-
ers and ailerons. Finally, we compare the actuation
requirements of the gapped wings to the spoiler and
aileron.

3.1. Aerodynamic results of gapped wings
We found that increasing the number of gaps sig-
nificantly decreased the coefficient of lift below
stall and lowered the maximum coefficient of lift
of the wing (figure 8), even when normalized by
the smaller gapped wing area. As the number of
gaps increased, the wings stalled at a higher angle
of attack. For example, the stall angle of attack
increased by about 1◦ between the baseline and the
nine-gap wing. The gapped wings also exhibited
a sharper stall, indicated by more pointed peaks.
Notably, the gapped wings experienced a smaller
overall loss of lift due to stall than the baseline
wing. A comparison of the baseline wing coeffi-
cient of lift with previously published NACA 0012
data can be found in the supplemental materials

(https://stacks.iop.org/BB/17/046014/mmedia) doc-
ument.

We found that trailing edge gaps generally had
an insignificant impact on the coefficient of drag.
Minimal drag is typically considered advantageous
for straight and level flight, climbs, and maneuvers,
because lower drag requires less thrust and thus less
energy to achieve the same airspeed. However, in the
case of rapid descent, a larger drag coefficient can be
beneficial in preventing excessive buildup of speed.
At high angles of attack in the post-stall regime, the
gapped wings did increase drag significantly com-
pared to the baseline wing. But, the increase did
not seem dependent on the number of gaps. For
example, the nine-gap wing did not appear to produce
significantly more drag than the three-gap wing.

The lift and drag phenomena exhibited by the
gapped wing could be explained by airflow through
the gaps from the pressure side of the wing to the
suction side. This type of venting has been seen
on slotted wings to reenergize the flow over the
trailing edge and delay separation [24]. Wings with
various slot configurations generally exhibit similar
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Table 1. Actuation requirements of the nine-gap wing and
−15.0◦ equivalent spoiler deflection, at 11.8◦ angle of attack. This
scenario represented the best rapid descent performance of the
gapped wings.

−15.0◦ spoiler Nine-gap wing

Hinge moment 0.0033 N m N/A
Actuation force 0.267 N 0.182 N
Actuation work 0.865 mJ 1.54 mJ

lift behaviors to the gapped wings: decreased (or
unaffected) lift at low angles of attack and increased
lift at higher angles, relative to a baseline wing
[24–27]. Some slotted wings also delayed stall [27],
and others experienced a sharper stall [25], like the
gapped wings. Furthermore, slotted airfoils generally
increase drag, although the effects are usually small
[24–27], much like the coefficient of drag of the
gapped wings. While the performance similarities
between the gapped wings and slotted wings may
suggest they share similar flow mechanisms, further
work is required to confirm this hypothesis for the
gapped wings.

The lift and drag performance of the gapped wings
in the post-stall region (specifically, above approxi-
mately 18.5◦), has interesting implications for existing
UAV rapid descent maneuvers that are performed at
high angles of attack, like deep-stall [43]. To perform
a deep-stall maneuver, a UAV increases angle of attack
past stall, leading to flow separation and rapid lift
reduction, in order to make a controlled descent [43].
At high angles of attack, increasing the number of
gaps in the wing reduced the decay of lift, leading
to a higher lift coefficient than the baseline wing.
Initially, it would therefore seem the gapped wings
may be less attractive for deep-stall. However, the
gapped wings could provide a method to regulate
descent during deep-stall, without requiring full stall
recovery. For example, momentarily opening the gaps
could recover a small amount of lift production,
enabling a temporary lessening of the rate of descent.
Further, the increased drag of the gapped wings at
these high angles could enable a UAV to reduce its
airspeed compared to the baseline wing. This effect
would be particularly useful just prior to touchdown,
if using a deep-stall maneuver to land, similar to
birds [44]. Deep-stall is characterized by an extremely
steep and fast descent [43], which requires stronger
(and thus heavier) airframe to prevent damage upon
touchdown. Opening gapped wings just prior to
touchdown could soften the landing and reduce the
need for heavier structures.

3.2. Comparison of spoiler and gapped
wings for rapid descent
Figure 9 plots the incremental coefficient of lift and
incremental coefficient of drag of the gapped wings
compared to Sun’s spoiler model at the equivalent
deflection angles [37]. Figure 9 presents the same

Table 2. Equivalent aileron deflection angle and associated angle
of attack of gapped wings.

Gapped wing Equivalent deflection angle At angle of attack

Three-gap −12.2◦ 10.5◦

Five-gap −18.7◦ 12.0◦

Nine-gap −32.7◦ 13.5◦

gapped wing data as figure 8, but in incremental
format for comparison with the spoiler.

The greatest lift reduction of the gapped wings
occurred with the nine-gap wing at 11.8◦ angle of
attack, for which we calculated an equivalent spoiler
deflection of −15.0◦. In the most optimistic case, the
gapped wings only captured the range of performance
of a spoiler deflected −15◦. However, recall that the
maximum spoiler deflection angle is −60◦. At lower
angles of attack more commonly used for cruising and
maneuvering flight, the gapped wings were even less
effective at decreasing the coefficient of lift: at about
5◦ angle of attack the nine-gap wing decreased the lift
coefficient only as much as a −6.3◦ deflected spoiler.

As dictated by Sun’s model, the spoiler incre-
mental coefficient of lift was constant for low angles
of attack, then linearly increased above 10◦ angle of
attack [37]. Conversely, the incremental coefficient
of lift of the gapped wings was highly dependent
on angle of attack. The lift reduction of both the
gapped wings and the representative spoiler degraded
at angles of attack above approximately 10◦ to 12◦,
making both control methods less effective for rapid
descent at higher angles. However, while the spoiler
could produce its greatest lift reduction across a
range of angles of attack, the gapped wing could only
achieve optimal performance at a narrow range of
higher angles of attack.

The incremental coefficients of drag of the gapped
wings were nearly constant below approximately 8◦

angle of attack. From 8◦ to 14◦, the incremental
coefficient of drag decreased gradually as the number
of gaps increased. In the vicinity of stall, the incre-
mental coefficient of drag of the gapped wings sharply
became negative, before becoming positive again at
high angles of attack. Except for high angles of attack,
the gapped wings produced a small and insignificant
incremental coefficient of drag. This effect was not
necessarily desirable for rapid descent, because an
increase in drag would help manage airspeed. Con-
versely, the spoiler coefficient of drag was positive
below stall and generally produced greater drag than
the corresponding gapped wings. The spoiler coeffi-
cient of drag gradually decreased as angle of attack
increased.

To summarize the aerodynamic comparison
between the gapped wings and representative spoiler,
we found the gapped wings produced a less favorable
response for rapid descent. The spoiler model was
characterized by a significant decrease in lift and
increase in drag, thus meeting our definition for
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rapid descent. However, the gapped wings resulted
in modest lift reduction and insignificant drag
increase, so they did not meet all our requirements
for rapid descent. Furthermore, the lift reduction of
the gapped wings was highly dependent on angle of
attack, while the spoiler lift reduction was constant
below stall. Thus, the gapped wings appeared less
aerodynamically desirable for rapid descent.

While the gapped wings did not perform as well
as the representative spoiler, it was possible that the
gapped wings could require less actuation force or
work due to their planar operation, thus providing an
advantage over the traditional spoiler. We calculated
the force and work of the best-case scenario of the
gapped wings (the nine-gap wing at 11.8◦ angle of
attack), which corresponds to the spoiler model at
the equivalent deflection angle −15.0◦ (table 1). Note
that by design, the spoiler achieves rapid descent in
this equivalent deflection case. The nine-gap wing
required 31.7% less force but 78.3% more work than
the equivalent spoiler.

In all, our aerodynamic and actuation results
showed that the gapped wings did not provide a
significant advantage for rapid descent over con-
ventional spoilers. The gapped wings captured the
coefficient of lift reduction of small spoiler deflections
(up to −15.0◦) and required higher actuation work.

3.3. Comparison of aileron and gapped
wings for roll control
We found that increasing the number of gaps sig-
nificantly increased the rolling moment coefficient
(figure 10). The five-gap wing had an equivalent
aileron deflection of −18.7◦ (at 12.0◦ angle of attack).
This meant that the five-gap wing captured compara-
ble performance to nearly the full range of the repre-
sentative aileron, since maximum aileron deflections
are typically 20◦ to 30◦ [34, 40]. Further, the nine-gap
wing had an equivalent deflection angle of −32.7◦

(at 13.5◦ angle of attack) and was thus capable of
producing rolling moment coefficients in excess of
the maximum deflected aileron. Johnson and Hager-
man only tested up to ±30◦ of aileron deflection, so
we linearly extrapolated their data to determine the
equivalent deflection angle of −32.7◦ for the nine-
gap wing [40]. The equivalent deflection angles are
summarized in table 2, and figure 11 shows the rolling
moment coefficient and angle of attack used to deter-
mine each gapped wing’s equivalent deflection. Note
that the equivalent aileron deflections were calculated
at angles of attack below stall of the respective gapped
wing. Figure 10 displays the closest aileron deflections
to the equivalent angles, rather than interpolations
and extrapolations of Johnson and Hagerman’s data
[40].

Roll control effectiveness of an aileron can be
estimated as the change in rolling moment coeffi-
cient per change in deflection angle [34]. However,

since the gapped wings do not deflect, the equiva-
lent aileron deflection angle served as a measure of
their roll control effectiveness. For example, at 13.5◦

angle of attack, a −32.7◦ aileron produced a rolling
moment coefficient of 0.0305, yielding an estimated
roll control effectiveness of 0.0534 per radian (given
no rolling moment at the neutral aileron position
[40]). The nine-gap wing produced the same rolling
moment coefficient at this angle of attack, giving
it an equivalent roll control effectiveness of 0.0534
per radian. Therefore, ‘opening’ nine gaps in the
trailing edge had the same roll control effectiveness
as deflecting an aileron 32.7◦ upwards, at that angle
of attack. Since the rolling moment coefficient of the
aileron remained fairly constant over angle of attack
(figure 10), its roll control effectiveness also stayed
relatively constant. Conversely, the rolling moment
coefficient of the gapped wings varied strongly across
angle of attack (figure 10): as angle of attack changed,
so did the equivalent aileron deflection, and relatedly
the roll control effectiveness. Thus, while the roll con-
trol effectiveness of the −32.7◦ aileron only dropped
slightly as angle of attack went to zero, the roll control
effectiveness of the nine-gap wing approached zero.
In contrast, as angle of attack increased towards stall,
the roll control effectiveness of the nine-gap wing
exceeded that of the representative aileron, since the
rolling moment coefficient of the nine-gap wing was
greater than that of a maximum-deflected aileron.

Unlike the traditional aileron, which had relatively
constant rolling moment coefficients over angle of
attack, the coefficients of the gapped wings were
highly dependent on lift. di Luca et al found similar
trends with a bio-inspired morphing wing that folded
its wing tips to change wing area [45]. Like di Luca’s
findings, we observed the gapped wings to be most
effective at high coefficients of lift, meaning low-
speed flight. According to di Luca, this low-speed
regime is ideal for high maneuverability for small
drones [45], and in these conditions, gapped wing roll
control was superior to aileron control. However, the
gapped wings did not create as large rolling moment
coefficients as conventional ailerons at lower coeffi-
cients of lift. di Luca proposed a simple control work-
around for the gapped wings’ dependence on angle of
attack: pairing the gapped wing actuation with a quick
pitch-up movement would instantaneously increase
coefficient of lift to achieve the maximum rolling
moment coefficient [45]. The gapped wings could
also be augmented with another control surface, such
as a slotted flap or aileron, to provide higher rolling
moment coefficients at lower coefficients of lift.

On a related note, gapped wings may also be
more advantageous than ailerons at higher angles of
attack because they increased stall angle of attack,
and exhibited larger rolling moment coefficients at
high angles of attack than the maximum deflected
aileron. Aileron deflection angles above 20◦ to 25◦

tend to decrease stall angle of attack [34, 40]. Thus, if
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a UAV flying at a high angle creates a rolling moment
with a large aileron deflection, it is at risk of stalling.
Conversely, the gapped wings delayed stall angle of
attack. So, if a UAV flying at a high angle creates a
rolling moment by opening gaps, it is at a lower risk
of triggering stall. In addition, as seen in figure 10, the
gapped wings created a much higher rolling moment
coefficient than the maximum deflected aileron (30◦)
at high angles of attack.

These effects are especially poignant during flight
at high angles of attack and low airspeed, such as
short-field takeoff and slow-flight. Consider a UAV in
slow-flight, flying in the vicinity of stall, that needs
to perform a banking maneuver with ailerons. It can
only make small aileron deflections or it risks stalling,
and thus has a limited attainable rolling moment
coefficient. If the UAV makes too large aileron deflec-
tions to achieve a higher rolling moment coefficient, it
could stall prematurely. However, a UAV in slow flight
with gapped wings would be able to create a much
larger rolling moment coefficient with a lower risk of
stall, because the gapped wings increase the stall angle
of attack, and offer higher rolling moment coeffi-
cients than the maximum deflected aileron. Thus, the
gapped wings may enable UAVs to roll at higher angles
of attack and expand the maneuvering envelope.

At high angles of attack above about 18◦, the
rolling moment coefficient of the gapped wings
became negative. This counterintuitively indicated a
roll away from the gapped wing, and was due to
the fact that the gapped wings produced a higher
coefficient of lift than the baseline wing at these high
angles (figure 8). This switch in rolling moment coef-
ficient sign and the dependence of the rolling moment
coefficient on angle of attack may also require a
more complex controller that is capable of handling
nonlinear aircraft models [46].

Note that the gapped wing rolling moment coeffi-
cients were slightly negative at 0◦ angle of attack. Since
the gaps preserved the symmetry of the airfoil, and
thus produced the same zero-lift as the baseline wing
at 0◦, we expected the rolling moment coefficient to
be zero here. However, all the wings, including the
baseline wing, produced a small (less than 0.01) but
measurable rolling moment coefficient (before taking
the difference with the baseline wing). Therefore, we
attributed the non-zero rolling moment coefficient
at 0◦ not to the gaps, but to experimental sources of
variance that we were not reasonably able to quantify
for the uncertainty analysis. These sources potentially
included small manufacturing defects or asymmetries
in the wings [14], slight compliance in the mount-
ing scheme, or the type B variance of the load cell
(discussed in appendix A).

The significant increase in rolling moment coef-
ficient of the gapped wings was accompanied by a
negligible rise in coefficient of drag (figure 8). While
the insignificant change in coefficient of drag was
not necessarily desirable for rapid descent, it is more

advantageous for roll control since a larger drag would
require more thrust to maintain airspeed and altitude
while banking. Higher drag differentials could also be
tied to larger yawing moments.

In general, the yawing moment coefficient was not
significantly impacted by the gaps, with the exception
of some higher angles of attack. The yawing moment
coefficient was relatively constant below stall, unlike
the aileron, which steadily decreased as angle of attack
increased. At low angles of attack, the gapped wings’
yawing moment coefficient was the same sign as
the rolling moment coefficient (positive). The three-
gap and five-gap wing yawing moment coefficients
became the opposite sign from roll around 10◦, and
the nine-gap wing around 15◦. At higher angles of
attack, the yawing moment coefficient of the three-
gap wing remained the same sign as roll, while the
sign of the five- and nine-gap wing switched again
before ultimately returning to the same sign as the
rolling moment coefficient. The roll-yaw coupling,
and the fact that it changed sign multiple times, may
require a more complex controller [47]. The coupling
trend was also distinct from that of the ailerons: tip
effects caused the aileron yawing moment coefficient
to become steadily more negative as angle of attack
increased, and the rolling moment coefficient stayed
positive [40].

Figure 11 summarizes the rolling and yawing
moment coefficients of the gapped wings and equiv-
alent aileron deflections and illustrates several key
trends. Firstly, as intended, the rolling moment coef-
ficient of each gapped wing was equal to its equivalent
aileron and increased as the gaps increased. Secondly,
the gapped wing yawing moment coefficients grew
steadily less negative as the number of gaps increased,
such that the nine-gap wing yawing moment coef-
ficient was positive (the same sign as the rolling
moment coefficient). However, the yawing moment
coefficients of the equivalent aileron deflections were
all negative, and the opposite sign of the rolling
moment coefficients.

While the gapped wings produced rolling moment
coefficients equivalent to, and occasionally higher
than, traditional ailerons, it was also important
to compare actuation requirements. We found the
gapped wings decreased actuation force by at least
88.4% and decreased actuation work by at least
80.4% compared to the equivalent aileron deflections
(figure 11). The results of the aileron comparison
indicated that the gapped wings may be a useful
alternative to ailerons for roll control (figure 11).
The gapped wings fully captured the range of rolling
moment coefficients produced by a representative
aileron. While there was not a clear benefit in yaw-
ing moment coefficients, the gapped wings required
a fraction of the actuation work and force of the
ailerons. The comparable roll control and lowered
actuation costs make the gapped wings a potentially
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beneficial alternative to traditional ailerons for bank-
ing control of energy-constrained UAVs, particularly
at lower flight speeds.

4. Limitations and future work

The current research focused on the aerodynamic
effects of trailing edge gaps on a symmetric airfoil. We
neglected the potential role of bird wings’ camber in
our whiffling-inspired design. It is possible that repli-
cating this work with a cambered wing would better
approximate whiffling and produce greater changes in
the coefficient of lift, rolling moment coefficient, and
other parameters.

Since the spoiler model and representative aileron
were three-dimensional wings, and the gapped wings
approximated two-dimensional flow, it is important
to consider the potential impact of tip effects on the
comparisons. It was shown that the gapped wings do
not decrease lift comparably to a spoiler. The lack of
tip effects may have artificially increased the lift of
the gapped wings [29], meaning this conclusion was
conservative and three-dimensional gapped wings
may have performed even less desirably than a spoiler.
Conversely, because tip effects tend to increase drag
[29], three-dimensional gapped wings may have a
higher drag coefficient closer to that of the spoiler. In
terms of roll control, decreasing aspect ratio tends to
decrease the rolling moment coefficient [30]. This tip
effect makes the comparison of the two-dimensional
gapped wings to the representative aileron less con-
servative, since the three-dimensional gapped wing
rolling moment coefficient may be lower than we
measured. Decreasing aspect ratio makes the yawing
moment more favorable at high angles of attack [30],
but since the gapped wings were two-dimensional and
thus could not produce adverse yaw, it is difficult to
comment on how tip effects may impact the sign of
the yawing moment coefficients relative to the rolling
moment coefficients of the gapped wings.

The gapped wings have several limitations. Firstly,
the gapped wings do not appear to be beneficial for
rapid descent applications. While the gapped wings
showed promise for roll control, the moment coeffi-
cients of the gapped wings were highly dependent on
the coefficient of lift, which could require more com-
plex controllers. Further, the gapped wings did not
create as much rolling moment coefficient at lower
coefficients of lift as conventional ailerons. Finally, the
gaps may be mechanically complex to implement.

With these results on whiffling-inspired wings
comes a call for further research in several disciplines.
Whiffling is a unique and complex avian maneu-
ver, and biological studies will provide ornitholo-
gists deeper insight into avian flight, and engineers
further opportunities to leverage the behavior for
bio-inspired work. Exploring the biological and aero-
dynamic mechanisms of avian whiffling would be
valuable, including the influence of feather dynamics

on lift and drag. Since this work was focused on
determining the aerodynamic characteristics of static
gapped wings, developing an actuating prototype will
be an important next step. The proposed sliding cov-
ers may be more mechanically complex to implement
than an equivalent aileron. Therefore, prototyping
would require studies into the most efficient actua-
tion systems and manufacturing techniques for the
sliding gap covers. Further, the sliding covers are
not physically similar to the rotating feather mech-
anism, and thus research into a more feather-based
actuation method may be required. In addition, the
current results could be usefully extended by applying
surface visualization techniques, and building CFD
models. Surface visualization techniques and CFD
models could resolve the aerodynamics of the gaps.
In addition, CFD models could be used to thoroughly
explore the gapped wing design space, enabling more
rapid prototype iterations and optimization. CFD
models and prototypes could also help evaluate the
gapped wing control surface as a method of turbu-
lence mitigation or gust alleviation [48–53].

5. Conclusion

Here we investigated if whiffling-inspired gapped
wings could provide advantageous alternatives to
spoilers for rapid descent or ailerons for banking. To
do this, we tested wings with various numbers of gaps
along the trailing edge at a low Re in a wind tunnel and
extracted the lift, drag, rolling moment and yawing
moment coefficients. Next, we calculated equivalent
spoiler and aileron deflection angles based on pre-
viously published aerodynamic data, and compared
the results to the gapped wings. Finally, we estimated
the actuation force and work required to operate a
hypothetical gapped wing prototype and compared
to previously published actuation data on the rep-
resentative spoiler and aileron. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that avian whiffling
served as inspiration for a UAV control surface.

We found that, except for high angles of attack,
increasing the number of gaps in the wing decreased
the coefficient of lift, delayed stall, had negligible
impact on the coefficient of drag, increased the rolling
moment coefficient, and resulted in yaw in the same
direction as roll both at low and very high angles of
attack. The gapped wings did not decrease the coef-
ficient of lift as much as a fully deflected spoiler, did
not significantly increase the coefficient of drag, and
required greater work to operate. Thus, they may not
be a suitable alternative to spoilers for rapid descent.

The gapped wings did provide comparable aero-
dynamic performance to conventional ailerons: the
nine-gap wing was able to produce an equivalent
rolling moment coefficient to a representative aileron
deflected 32.7◦ upwards at 13.5◦ angle of attack.
Additionally, the nine-gap wing required 88.4% less
force and 86.1% less work to achieve the same
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rolling moment coefficient as the equivalent deflected
aileron, making the gapped wings an attractive alter-
native to conventional ailerons for roll control of
energy-constrained UAVs. Furthermore, these bene-
fits occurred at a high coefficient of lift, suggesting
that the gapped wing would be most suitable for a
UAV flying at low airspeeds, and that it would be ideal
to perform a pitch-up maneuver prior to banking
to capture the maximum performance of the gapped
wings. Their performance at high coefficients of lift
also indicates that the gapped wings could extend the
envelope over which UAVs perform roll maneuvers. In
all, morphing trailing edge gaps inspired by whiffling
could provide a novel control surface for roll control
in energy-constrained UAVs.
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Appendix A. Uncertainty analysis

The standard combined uncertainty of the data
(‘uncertainty’) was calculated according to the GUM
[33]. We then determined and reported the expanded
uncertainty of the data using a coverage factor of
two, yielding an interval with a level of confidence of
approximately 95%.

We included both type A and type B sources of
variance in our uncertainty calculations, excluding
the type B variance of the load cell. The type B
variance of the load cell was specified by the manu-
facturer on the calibration certificate: the maximum
measurement uncertainty was 1.00% of full-scale load
at the 95% confidence level for all channels except
moment about the z-axis, for which the maximum
measurement uncertainty was 1.50%. The type B
variance of the load cell represented one of the largest
sources of relative uncertainty for the data. However,
this uncertainty was mitigated by running multiple
trials per wing and presenting the data in a cumulative
averaged format. The type B variance of the load cell
was therefore excluded from the plotted uncertainty.

The type A variation (standard error, or standard
deviation of the mean) of the force, pressure, and
temperature data were calculated using Zięba’s time
series analysis method [55]. This method generally
yielded more conservative (larger) uncertainty values
due to autocorrelation of the data.

We accounted for correlations between the chan-
nels of the load cell in the error propagation, but
correlations between the dynamic pressure and load
cell readings were determined to be negligible and
thus were excluded from calculations.

Appendix B. Determination of statistical
significance

The results of this study are founded on relative data;
that is, the differences between mean values of each
gapped wing and the baseline wing mean values. In
order to draw conclusions about these incremental
data, we determined the statistical significance of each
incremental data point. To do so, we calculated the
expanded uncertainty of each difference of means, at
an approximately 95% confidence level, following the
methodology outlined in the GUM [33]. Note that
this is similar to, but distinct from, a 95% confidence
interval of the difference of means [33]. We first
calculated the standard combined uncertainty of each
gapped wing (mean) value and each baseline wing
(mean) value. Then, we took the difference of the
gapped wing mean and baseline wing mean, and cal-
culated the corresponding standard combined uncer-
tainty of that difference. Finally, we multiplied the
standard combined uncertainty (of the difference of
means) by a coverage factor (k) of two, per the GUM
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[33]. This final product was the expanded uncertainty
of the difference of means, at an approximately 95%
confidence level. We set the null hypothesis to be
zero. If the expanded uncertainty included the null
hypothesis, we accepted the null, indicating that the
difference in means was not statistically significant.
In other words, there was no statistical evidence that
the mean gapped wing value was different from the
baseline wing value. If the expanded uncertainty did
not encompass the null hypothesis, then we had
evidence that the difference of means was statistically
significant. That is, even accounting for the exper-
imental uncertainty, there was statistical evidence
that the gapped wing mean values were different
from the baseline wing mean values. Determining
the statistical significance of the incremental data
provided a measure of certainty in our comparative
results and conclusions. In summary, determining the
statistical significance of the data provided a measure
of reliability, and allowed us to compare the measure-
ment results and accurately draw conclusions. In the
results section, the statistically significant points are
demarcated in the figures by a circled dot (�), and
the insignificant points are marked with a dot (·).
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